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templates - there are over 500 templates available with the webeasy software so you should be able to find
something to suit you. the templates are split into categories including business, hobbies and events and
family and personal. there are a lot to look through, so it may take you a while to find the perfect match.

many of the templates are optimized for mobile devices and some are particularly specific. the templates are
optimized for different screen sizes, so you can get an idea of what your finished site will look like on a range
of devices. the new ask the wizard - with the ease of use and power of webeasy pro, you could definitely call
this the wizard, a feature that allows you to submit a sitemap for someone else's site to the search engines.
whether you have a client, webmaster or you're just keen to get noticed by the search engines, this tool will

allow you to do it. you have the option of selecting your own message, your own add and the exact keywords
to use in the "keywords to include in the titles of your website" box. this will allow you to select all the

keywords that should be included in the website's title and you can amend or update the titles at a later date
if the client insists on it. flash creator - with this handy tool, you can create your own simple flash animations

right from the website designer. it also has one of the best galleries of animations. the wizards are pre-
determined to include the selected image, text and background color. after you add them, the wizard will ask

you to set the duration, the time and size of the animation, background and text colors.
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web hosting - with webeasy, you can log in via a standard web browser. log in to your profile to manage your
information, upload your files, email your clients, and more. you will be able to provide your clients with

details about their account, including a password, access to your shopping cart, and an email template to use.
you can also receive order notifications and your website will be displayed right on your profile page. e-

commerce - a built-in e-commerce module allows you to sell your products in your websites. all you need to
do is add the products to your store, and create a download and installation package for your client. if you

have a developer who can build a shopping cart system for you, you can start selling directly, or your
developer can turn your products into simple html pages, ready to upload. you can assign your products to a

category, meaning that you can list the various categories in the drop-down list and then find the perfect
category for your product. you can also mark your products with the status "top selling," which means that

they appear in the top of your category list. and now, you can create, update, transfer and publish files
directly from this program’s program interface. not only can you create a simple, but also an intricate website

in one step. and, webeasy includes dozens of built-in templates which you can use to create a professional-
looking website that also includes a pre-built e-commerce system to enable you to start selling online. the
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program includes more than 500 templates and is also capable of automatically generating html code for the
desired design. you can easily manage, update, transfer and publish files directly from the program’s program

interface. 5ec8ef588b
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